
REDWOODS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Curriculum Committee 

Eureka: 7351 Tompkins Hill Road, SSA 202  
Del Norte: 883 W. Washington Boulevard, Room E2 

 

Meeting Date: December 14, 2018 

Members Present: Sean Thomas, Steve Brown,Nicole Bryant Lescher, Jennifer Burlison, Levi Gill, Marla Gleave, 
Justine Shaw, Angelina Hill (Ex-Officio) 

Members Absent:       

1. Call to Order: Curriculum Committee Chair, Sean Thomas, called the called the meeting to order at 1:02p.m. 

2. Introductions & Public Comment: None. 

3. Approval of the Minutes: Jennifer Burlison moved to approve the minutes of the October 26, 2018 meeting, 
seconded by Marla Gleave. A few typographical errors and omissions were identified; the minutes were 
approved as amended.  

4.  Action Items 

4.1 Distance Education: SOC-1 Intro to Sociology – Philip Mancus 

4.2 Distance Education: COMM-1 Public Speaking – Lisa Sayles 

4.3 Distance Education: COMM-5 Intro to Mass Communication – Lisa Sayles 

4.4 Distance Education: COMM-6 Small Group Communication – Lisa Sayles 

4.5 Distance Education: COMM-7 Interpersonal Communication – Lisa Sayles  

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd] to consider items 4.1-4.5 as a batch. Following discussion, the 
motion to approve was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.6 Degree Revision: CIS Networking A.S. Degree – Chris Romero 

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

CIS 37 is being proposed as a restricted elective instead of core, because CIS-35 covers the basics of 
network security, and CIS-37 is more specialized to a specific type of network security threat.   



4.7 NEW Course: PE-298 Adaptive Physical Education – Trish Blair 

Steve Brown   [M], Marla Gleave  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Development of this course primarily driven by the fact that we frequently offer Adaptive PE offsite (at 
local senior and community centers), and having a noncredit option removes administrative and 
financial barriers for many prospective students.  

4.8 Course Revision: BUS-68 Managing People and Projects – Chris Gaines 

Steve Brown   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

These areas were emphasized by advisory committee as the areas that are most important for students 
to gain experience with. Local businesses have expressed interest in this course for current employees.  

Angelina Hill asked if there was a reason this course's SAM Priority Code (CB09) is Possibly vs Clearly 
Occupational. Following discussion, COR was amended in meeting to adjust SAM Code as part of this 
revision.  

4.9 Course Revision + IMF: ART-35 Digital Photography – Cindy Hooper & Erica Botkin  

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.10 Course Revision + IMF: ART-41 (previously ART-43A) Intro to Digital Art – Natalia Margulis 

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Closely modeled on C-ID ARTS 250; adds Multimedia as a faculty discipline, which opens cross-
disciplinary opportunity for digital media students.  

4.11 Course Revision: PE-56 Intercollegiate Fastpitch Softball – Maggie White 



Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.12 Course Revision: PE-23 Conditioning for Fastpitch Softball – Maggie White 

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.13 Course Revision: MATH-30 College Algebra – Amber Buntin  

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-
requisite was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to renew for CR GE 
Area D3 was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.14 NEW Course: MATH-204 Algebra Review for Chemistry – Levi Gill  



Marla Gleave   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

This course was piloted last year as a specialized section of the general algebra review course, which 
students and chemistry instructors found incredibly helpful, which was demonstrated by the pass-rates 
in both courses.  

4.15 NEW Course: MATH-304 Algebra Review for Chemistry – Levi Gill  

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Angelina Hill asked why this is numbered in the 300s vs 100s. Comes down to its basic skills status and 
degree applicability. Courtney will check with FA re: eligibility.  

4.16 Course Revision: CHEM-1A General Chemistry – Tony Sartori & David Duberow 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-requisite 
was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Courtney Loder asked how a pre-requisite for a non-specific "Intermediate Algebra" course would be 
managed. Currently, students must be cleared manually for any course with this pre-requisite. A longer 
term strategy will need to be developed once AB705 curriculum changes are finished.  

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to renew for CR GE Area A was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   



Sean Thomas explained that there is an increased focus on the quality and depth of content in GE 
rationales, as there are now more external bodies looking to these for documentation, etc.  

Sean clarified that there isn't any concern about whether this course meets the area, but that the 
documentation supporting it is becoming more and more important. 

Tony Sartori and David Duberow will draft an additional sentence or two relating to the breadth and 
generality of the course, which Courtney Loder will add to the COR.   

4.17 Course Revision: CHEM-1B General Chemistry – Tony Sartori & David Duberow 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y  -     - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-requisite 
was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y   -    - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.18 Course Revision: CHEM-100 Preparation for General Chemistry – Tony Sartori & David Duberow 

Marla Gleave   [M], Justine Shaw  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-requisite 
was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.19 Course Revision: CHEM-2 Introduction to Chemistry – Tony Sartori & David Duberow 

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  



Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y    -     -       Y      Y    Y     

Discussion:   

      

Steve Brown   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-requisite was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y -  Y      Y      Y   Y     

Discussion:   

Jennifer Burlison shared that Counseling & Advising is encountering problems with students (particularly 
in Nursing) who place directly into Math-15 (Statistics) skipping over Math-380 (Elementary Algebra), 
which is the pre-requisite for this course. How should Nursing students be advised?  

Tony Sartori thinks students who have never taken algebra would not be effectively served by taking 
Math-204/304 concurrently. It would be better for them to take Elementary Algebra. Levi Gill 
commented that the elementary algebra offerings at CR are likely to be inactivated in the next 1-2 years 
because it's considered two levels below college level. Tony sees this as the state failing a small number 
of students (90% of students entering chem-2 have taken algebra in high school). Tony also says that 
there are nurmerous online algebra courses available, if there aren't offereings available at CR.  

Jennifer Burlison suggests adding MATH-204/304 as a recommendation for concurrent support. 
Courtney will add it as an advisory note: "MATH-204/304 is available for students who want additional 
algebra support before or during CHEM-2." More data needs to be collected and validated before 
proposing these as pre- or co-requisites.  

Marla Gleave   [M], Justine Shaw  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to renew for CR GE Area A was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y   -       -   Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.20 Course Revision: CHEM-3 Introduction to Organic and Biochemistry – Tony Sartori & David Duberow 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Steve Brown   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the pre-requisite was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  



Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.21 Course Revision: ANTH-2 Introduction to Archaeology – Justine Shaw 

Steve Brown   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Justine Shaw explained that she is adding to the Natural Science GE Area, which is common at other 
schools who offer this course.   

Marla Gleave   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve for CR GE Area A was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Steve Brown   [M], Marla Gleave  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to renew for CR GE Area B was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.21 Course Revision: ANTH-3 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology – Justine Shaw 

Steve Brown   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

Marla Gleave   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to RENEW for CR GE Area B & E was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 



Discussion:   

      

 

 

4.23 GE Policy Recommendation for Non-Mathematics courses in Area D3 and Local Policy governing 
applicable units for the Associate Degree– Sean Thomas 

Steve Brown   [M], Levi Gill  [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to recommend updating the language 
of AP 4025 to accommodate changes in student placement for AB 705 was passed by the following roll 
call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y - - Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

The Curriculum Committee recommends making the following change to the language of AP 4025 
regarding Area D3 of the local GE pattern:  

Current Language:  "Regardless of the course students complete to fulfill this requirement, all 
students must demonstrate competence in mathematics by obtaining a satisfactory grade in a 
mathematics course or by completing an assessment and achieving a score at or above the 
level of Intermediate Algebra in order to qualify for an AD." 

Recommended Language: "Regardless of the course students use to fulfill this requirement, all 
students must demonstrate competence in mathematics by obtaining a satisfactory grade in a 
mathematics course, or by demonstrating completion of Intermediate Algebra with official 
high school or college transcripts in order to qualify for an AD." 

The Curriculum Committee recommends rescinding the following policies as stated on p. 22 of the 2018-
19 Catalog:  

• A maximum of 4 units of Physical Education activity/movement courses will apply toward the 60 
units required for an Associate Degree. 

• Only the first 14 units completed with a grade of Pass (P) completed at College of the Redwoods will 
apply toward the 60 units required for an Associate Degree. 

• To be awarded a second (or subsequent) Associate Degree, students must complete at least 15 
semester units at College of the Redwoods in addition to the units required for the first degree, 
meeting all GPA and minimum grade requirements, and must also complete all of the major 
requirements for the second (or subsequent) degrees. 

 

5.  Discussion 

5.1 Assessment and Curriculum 

Sean Thomas summarized his visit to the last Assessment Committee Meeting. They invited him to 
discuss some questions about how assessment results are integrated into curriculum development. 



Interesting discussion, moving toward better integration of/accountability for assessment results in the 
curriculum process.  

Institutionally, how could/should we include more consideration of assessment findings in curriculum? 
some options discussed:  

1) Curriculum Committee looks at assessment reports 

2) Assessment Committee reviews CLOs at some point in the review cycle 

 

The Curriculum Committee doesn't have a charge to explicitly interface with assessment, and the 
amount of work and time involved is not sustainable for adding to the Curriculum review workflow.  

Philip Mancus, as Assessment Chair, is an ex-officio member of this committee and is available for 
consultation if/when questions related to assessment arise.  

The way forward discussed, that Sean wants to get feedback about from the committee, is to add a 
stage in the curriculum process (flow chart) to explicitly consider Assessment results.  

Justine Shaw shared that as Associate Dean, she reads all the assessment reports in her division, and it's 
definitely too much to add to our review work for curriculum. It might be a good idea to add a prompt in 
elumen asking people how their proposal relates to Assessment results.  

Sean Thomas agreed that we definitely have our hands full (as you can see by the size of today's 
agenda); but Courtney Loder made the point that assessment and curriculum are closely linked/two 
sides of the same coin, which is true.  

Following today's discussion, we can be bring as an action item to the next meeting to add a box to the 
flowchart and add a question to the COR in eLumen prompting authors to reflect on assessment results.  

Philip Mancus added that this is an opportunity to foster a culture of assessment. Once Assessment and 
Curriculum are moved into eLumen this will be easier to track.  

Nicole Bryant Lescher observed that the gap described seems to be happening at Program Review, 
where people are prompted to consider assessment and changes to curriculum.   

Justine Shaw commented that the Program Review assessment discussion doesn't usually get into the 
details of "Justine changed ANTH-2 because of this," etc. drilling down to individual courses doesn't 
really happen currently. 

Angelina Hill commented that what gets captured in assessment aren't always things that get captured 
on the COR, and drawing more attention to assessment in curriculum could be helpful in making that 
visible.    

5.2 Proposal Review Timeline for January 25 Meeting 

The later than usual start of Spring term makes the review timing for January a little tricky. Sean Thomas 
proposes:  

- Committee has until 5pm Tuesday Jan 22 to post comments.  

- Curric authors will have until 5pm Thursday Jan 24 to submit revisions.  



Sean will communicate this adjustment to Deans/Directors and faculty authors on the January agenda.  

 

6. Announcements and Open Forum 

      

 

7. Adjournment: On motion by  Marla Gleave , seconded by Levi Gill  , the meeting was adjourned at 3:51 p.m. 


